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It’s just another day at the shop — you’ve
already serviced a dozen cars, and you’re
ready for the weekend — when suddenly,
a 2010 Audi Q7 comes pulling up to your
bay.
You know that one of the other technicians knows everything about the car, but
he is out for lunch. So you carry on as normal and inquire what services they would
like today. OK, it’s just a basic oil change;
you’re a pro at this, and surely the expert
will be back by the time you are done,
right? Wrong, turns out that technician had
a family emergency and will not be returning today.
So now you’re at the end of the service,
and you are fnishing up with the rest of the
inspections. It’s now time to reset the oil
light — this is what you’ve been dreading
in the back of your mind ever since it rolled
up. Tere are so many diferent ways to reset these lights nowadays it can be frustrating and confusing, never mind the fact that
this is an exotic vehicle. What do you do?
Fortunately for you, this situation is no
longer a crisis thanks to OilReset.com.
Te concept is relatively simple — an online guide illustrating the reset procedures
on just about every make and model available in North America, dating back to 1982.
Te website is extremely user-friendly
and almost impossible to get lost in. When
you open the website you will see a scrolllist, where it gives you the option to select
a manufacturer. Afer you have selected the
desired manufacturer, you can then select
the car make(s) you want from the second
column. Te requested information then
appears in the third column. It’s as simple
as that.
Te website’s founder, Ronald Rameshnauth, spent 14 years in the quick lube and
automotive fuel industries. Needless to say,
he is no stranger to the feld and understands
the challenges today’s technicians face.
At the top of the screen in the yellow option bar you have several more options that
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include tools, Q&A and blog. Rameshnauth said he believes the blog option is one
of the most dynamic features for users.
Within the blog, users can ask questions
that can be answered by other users or by
the folks at OilReset.com. It is a chance for
operators to share knowledge with each
other as fellow members of an entire industry; fast lube brethren.

as soon as it is made available.
Rameshnauth combined his knowledge,
customer-service mentality and ingenuity
to bring technicians an online guide to resetting oil monitor lights.
Life as a technician, operator or owner
just got a bit simpler. Gone are the days
of waiting around for the newest model’s
manual to be published, with OilReset.com
OilReset.com is an online
guide illustrating the reset
procedures on almost
every vehicle make and
model available in North
America, dating back to
1982. Ronald Rameshnauth is the website’s
founder, who spent 14
years in the fast lube and
automotive fuel industries.

Also within the blog, OilReset utilizes videos and lists to demonstrate or explain technical questions. Seeing the procedure performed can make the learning process easier.
“Te biggest thing I want technicians,
operators and owners to take away from
OilReset is that there is still useful, free and
helpful information out there,” Rameshnauth said. “I believe this information could
be helpful in their business.”
Te website is completely free to users
and is constantly being updated. You no
longer have to wait until the manuals are
sent; now you can access this information

everyone now has free access to the information as soon as it comes out. No more
worrying about having to fgure out what
the oil reset procedure is on that car you
hardly ever see; you can now access that information within seconds.
It’s the little details that can set one shop
apart from the rest, but it’s also the little
things — like not resetting an oil monitor
light — that could cost you a customer or
tarnish a reputation. With the help of OilReset.com you no longer need to worry
about when an unfamiliar car with an oil
life monitor rolls into your bay. S

